
I am like you. I am a millennial who 
has found out the truth about my 
history, who I really am, and how 
to live a life that is pleasing to Yah. 
I have been living life in Torah for 
just about two years and boy, it has 
been a journey. If you are a lot like 
me, you would know that it’s not 
easy in no way, shape or form to be 
young, “black,” and living in these 
times. Whether it’s being killed for 
playing with a toy gun or carrying 
a pack of skittles, we are aware of 
the persecution and demonization 
of our people. I look up, constantly, 
to see how this society is focused 
on us, the future (cont’d pg. 3)
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It is my most humbling honor to be 
allowed the opportunity to share 
my thoughts on the significance of 
dwelling within a community chosen 
to live in Torah and what it truly means 
to me. I must be honest, I was drawn 
to a sense of “cyclical completion” of 
a milestone in my life. I reference the 
term “completion” suitably due to 
many areas throughout the duration 
of my life thus far, that had huge 
I’s stamped in Red all over them.  
These incompletions had devasting 
results to my growth’s process. 
Surely, we are familiar or at the least 
have heard someone use the term 
“LATE BLOOMER” to describe either 
themselves or another individual 
and personally, at the age of 34, 
this incomplete adjective was how 
identified myself. Pondering on this 
term “late bloomer,” I tended to 
conduct myself in a (cont’d pg. 3)

Over the past month, I was invited and 
welcomed to travel with the Dauids 
as they sojourned through various 
parts of this country in an RV. In the 
process of this journey, I was blessed 
to partake in what I call Hebrew 
Hospitality. Over the weeks on the 
road, I meditated on the second of the 
greatest commandments, to love one 
another, as we love ourselves. For one 
to love another in such a way, we must 
love with incredible love and begin 
to see ourselves and one another the 
way that the Father sees each of us.  
(cont’d pg. 2)
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What is Lit?

An Agreement
in Hebrew is a berith (covenant). It is a sacred 
union, honored and upheld between members 
of a tribe. The covenant places individuals in 
alignment with one another and binds them 
together. The LIT agreement is a commitment 
to live out the way of the Most High. We are 
agreeing to support one another by taking 
responsibility for our education and healing, 
and by raising our level of socialization to a 
standard that makes us a light to the entire 
world. The LIT agreement community is 
composed of individuals who are committed 
to this calling and agree to use the Word of 
Elohim as the foundation. We do this because 

Living in Torah truly is LIT.

A sacred union, 
honored and upheld 
between members of  

a tribe.
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      Living in Torah truly is LIT    

Young 
&
LIT

by Zoe Johnson

by Dreika Yahled

Hebrew Hospitality



The best hospitality along the way came from those of us that loved Yah and loved one another with an 
incredible heart and passion for serving prodigiously. From California to Louisiana, we met beautiful people 
with open hearts, open minds, and open homes. From city to city, we didn’t always have it mapped out 
where we would stay, nor who we would stay with. I remember in Arizona meeting a beautiful couple with 
their adult children and grandchildren and feeling a sense of similitude. We ventured back to their home 
that night to stay and rest. I walked in and saw many of the same cookbooks my mother used back in New 
Jersey. An array of food was on display, and we began to engage in conversation that went on well into 
the wee hours of the morning. You know those moments when you get together with family that you have 
not seen in years and years, and you get to talkin’ and catchin’ up, and before you know it, it is 2 am, and 
you don’t want to say goodnight because that means that the time of saying farewell is coming closer and 
closer? Well, that was the feeling in that moment. Hebrew Hospitality puts you in a place that you forget the 
time and the fact that you just met each other the day before and you find true shalom. 
The next morning we woke up and the mother of the home was gracefully composing a breakfast for us 
with her secret recipes. Watching her was like watching an orchestra move with perfect time and rhythm. 
There is something beautiful about a person in their element doing what they love to do and then being 
a part of experiencing the creation from beginning to end. You see Hebrew Hospitality is about sharing 
oneself in an intimate way that reminds the recipient that they are loved and appreciated.  
From Arizona, we made our way to Houston, TX. In Texas, we met a family full of beautiful, brave, and brilliant 
daughters, 5 to be exact. Father and mother were focused on developing their daughters to be influential 
trailblazers for Yah’s kingdom. The gift of experiencing each of the daughter’s giftings in their own unique 
way and without force but by organic conversation and interaction will always be cherished. To sit without 
pretense or expectation and rest in the presence of one another is hospitality at its best. To converse about 
the word of Yah, laugh until ones stomach hurts, sing and dance, share hearts and the gravity of growth, all 
in one night is hospitality that will rest your soul and nourish your mind. Spending time with this family and 
hearing their journey was a filling of my cup that I needed and appreciated as I traveled. 
Onward bound we traveled to Louisiana and met with a family that we have known for quite some time 
now. Finding myself in the deep south, traveling with the Dauids, sharing about Yahuah and the awakening 
of His people, left me in a feeling of surreal gratitude. Surreal because as you drive through Louisiana, you 
still see the plantations that we as a people were slaves on and lived and died on. You still see the trees 
that they hung us from and in many ways that feeling is still there. That heaviness in the air. That fight for 
freedom and equality. That segregation and knowing where you are welcome and where you are not at 
all invited to or welcomed into. It reminded me of how we need each other now, just as we desperately 
needed each other then. 
Amidst all of those hard to deal with things, my gratitude came when I looked around at family, at my 
Hebrew brothers and sisters that loved us with a love only family has for one another. Grits, eggs, and 
salmon in the mornings was a staple. Conversations and music in the evenings, an essential. We found 
safety and peace in one another. Community was the way of life with our family in Louisiana. Many of 
us in this country in particular live such segregated lives with one another. We have been taught to be 
individualistic in our behaviors yet, many of our blessings and the gifts that The Most High desires to give 
us are in one another. There in the deep south, I was reminded to welcome my brothers and sisters with 
open arms because community is imperative to living in and walking out Torah with all of my heart, soul, 
and might. That reminder was a gift of true Hebrew Hospitality.
Lastly, we made our way back west and stayed in Dallas, TX. We met up with a family that reminded me of 
the joy of Yahuah. I found true solace in the laughter and lightness of their home. We joked and laughed 
and laughed and laughed! And in the midst of the laughter, we all knew the seriousness of this moment 
in history. This moment right now where The Most High is waking up Jacob and sifting His people. The 
solemnness and seriousness of truly being set apart and called out from the rest of the world, from friends 
and even from family. With the weight of this in mind, I am even more so reminded of what our Messiah 
said when he exclaimed, “My yoke is easy and my burden is light.” When we are walking in His will and His 
ways, we should bring a lightness with us wherever we go. We should seek the peace of the city and leave 
our shalom. We should give above and beyond, a Hebrew Hospitality that makes the entire world look in 
both awe and wonder at the love that is shared when we interact, whether it be for the first time or whether 
it be old lifelong friends, getting a moment to share one another’s presence. Let us love Yah and love our 
neighbor and give a bountiful and luxuriant amount of Hebrew Hospitality, one unto another.

Lauren Nephesha 
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John 15:4-5 reads, “Abide in me, and I 
in you. As the branch can not bear fruit 
of itself, except it abide in the vine; no 
more can ye, except ye abide in me. I 
am the vine, ye are the branches: He 
that abideth in me, and I in him, the 
same, bringeth forth much fruit; for 
without me, ye can do nothing.” So, 
in closing to you my fellow plants 
and planters, throughout your life’s 
garden, I want us always to remember 
to give time for OUR seeds to grow 
and harvest in due season. For we 
will not become flowers or bear fruit 
overnight; development indeed takes 
time and work. So keep your gardens 
of life well-tended to, remember to 
water them with dedication, discipline, 
obedience, love, care, patience, and 
understanding of Torah. Moreover, 
keeping in mind, that all growth starts 
from underneath(within). Every living 
thing in all aspects of life upon THIS 
earth is an evident testimony to Yahs’s 
Great Laws. So, continue planting your 
seeds, and trust the process as we all 
Stay LIT!!                          -Drieka YahLed

plants, as we remember the moment 
when our roots to hold to the soil of 
Yahuah. In The green thumbs, we have 
Moreh Yoshiyahu and Huldah, along 
the way that are helping us to pluck the 
weeds of religion and false doctrine 
that have been planted within and 
have stolen the nourishments from 
our seedlings, which have potentially 
been detrimental to the process 
of growth within our life’s garden. 
They know as experienced thriving 
plants themselves that sometimes 
a little talk of stern encouragement 
& light direction to another plant 
helps motivate and revive it to its full 
potential, by remembering its purpose. 
So, from the depths of My Roots, I am 
deeply grateful. I must take time to 
say, todah rabah Abba Yah, as I realize 
He has chosen the perfect season for 
this “late bloomer” to blossom, and 
that my seeds were planted in the 
right location. I Thank The Most High 
for not allowing me to sprout until I 
truly understood my purpose of the 
fruit I am destined to bare.
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What is Lit? (Cont’d)
manner of someone who has  missed the 
train of where I thought my life should 
have been, but whose sense of time was 
I gleaning this title from? There came a 
point in my life where Yahuah revealed 
to me that I was not the orchestrator of 
His time, and how dare I put my lack of 
understanding to a creation of which he 
is in total control of. And he revealed 
this revelation to me using one of the 
first gifts he bestowed upon mankind, a 
garden.  I want us to envision ourselves 
as blossoming plants as we continue our 
growing process through this garden 
called life. All of us have a garden filled 
with soil which is our very breath of life, 
and a space which is time, for many seeds 
to be planted. And as I look around today 
in our community, I see so many well-
nourished blossoms of healthy plants, 
of potential destined with prosperous 
bulbs, each of whom has its season to 
harvest. As we continue to walk in Torah 
each garden we come encounter with, 
we should be witnessing the beauty of 
these blossomed

Young & Lit (Cont’d)

on us, the future, the “minorities,” the 
elect. The superpowers that “be” are 
doing everything possible to lead us 
astray from living righteously because 
they know who we are. They use social 
media, the music industry, television 
programming, and celebrities to 
brainwash and influence the masses into 
living sinfully. So, with that agenda being 
pressed onto young, impressionable 
minds, it is hard to find like-minded 
Hebrews my age. Going from being a 
deep-sleep-Christian and being accepted 
by almost everyone in the church to 
then being thrust into turning into a 
wide-awoke-Hebrew and neglected by 
the entire assembly was tough. I used to 
go to huge churches and youth groups 
with friends where everyone of any 
race was accepted because of the broad 
unity of belief in “Jesus Christ.”  But 
now I know something Christians find 
hard to understand - something that my 
friends find hard to grasp, and my family 
members refuse to believe: “black” 
people are the real children of Israel. 
The Torah and the ten commandments 
were not “done away with,” and Yahusha 
(Jesus) was blackity-black-black! But 
for real, this is the truth. Sometimes, I 
would receive side-eyes and scoffs from 
those I felt accepted by, after revealing 
these things to them.

Rejection, of any kind, feels like a 
knife is being twisted in my stomach. 
But, the dagger seeps deeper when it 
comes from someone you love and felt 
accepted by. It was hard trying to go 
back to “sleep” after the truth gave me 
a rude awakening. I can’t even watch a 
movie without seeing the subliminal 
messages! But I would, constantly, 
hold my tongue from saying something 
that my friends wouldn’t comprehend 
because of my fear of criticism from 
them, which leaves me feeling ashamed 
for concealing my faith. I, also, restrain 
myself from speaking because the 
truth is hard to pay attention to when 
the false stereotypes that come with 
identifying as a Hebrew Israelite comes 
into play. We are a set apart peculiar 
people, and we aren’t supposed to live 
like the rest of the world. We are literally 
being told to be unique – how amazing 
is that? The Most High wants us to be 
unique! Us “youngins” like to say that 
we are “different” - that we are “leaders 
not followers.” And swear on auntie and 
‘dem (them) that “trendsetter” will be 
written on our tombstones. But what 
does being set apart really feel like? It’ll 
make us feel crummy, lonely, irritated, 
and isolated. However, living in Torah is 
not all doom and gloom. Despite having 
said all of the above, let me tell you 
something - living in Torah is LIT, okay? 

In closing, I want to encourage any 
young Israelite who is just entering into 
this walk or are struggling to continue in 
it: take your time with what you learn. 
You don’t have to be a scholar about it, 
don’t let the elders intimidate you and 
turn your heart away from Yah. Just 
research everything by reading your 
Bible and remember to never place a 
relationship, friendship, fame, money, 
celebrities, etc... over a relationship 
with the Most High. The things of this 
world are temporary, and they are 
not responsible for your eternal well-
being. We have to keep in mind that 
Yahusha told us that we would be hated 
by the world. With time you will get 
comfortable with refusing to be like the 
rest of our generation: self-absorbed, 
self-righteous and self-destructive. As 
the scripture warns, the path of life is 
narrow and only few find it. I don’t know 
about you, but I want to be a part of that 
few. The exciting thing is that you have 
the power to choose between life and 
death! This feeling of uncertainty and 
discomfort is natural, but once you heed 
every word the Most High utters, it will 
become easier for you. Living in Torah is 
life. Choose it and watch how your life 
improves along with your connection 
to the Creator of the earth. We got this, 
children of Israel, keep your head up! 
-Zoe Johnson
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Let’s stay connected. Be sure to check out The LIT Agreement Patreon page regularly for updates, live streams, 
and insider info. The LIT Agreement has been created to provide customized tools for your growth in Torah.  If 
you have things that you would like to see on the Patreon page, email lauren@ourlitlife.com and we will work 
to create content that will help edify you and your family as you Live in Torah. 

Get Connected & Stay LIT

Thank you 
to our 

Patrons!
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And in the fourteenth day of the first month is the passover of Yahuah. And in the fifteenth 
day of this month is the feast: seven days shall unleavened bread be eaten. In the first day 
shall be an holy convocation; ye shall do no manner of servile work therein:

Numbers 28:16-18
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Chag Sameach

Her Royal Roots has partnered with Bible Pathway 
Adventures to complete a new Hebrew Alphabet Activity 
Book. This book includes 50 pages of printable activities 
for kids ages 3-6.  Find this book and many more resources 
for your children at www.biblepathwayadventures.com/
activities/learninghebrew-alphabet/

A New Hebrew Alphabet 
Activity Book!


